
 
May 21, 2008

WONDERING ABOUT ONLINE BROKERAGES AND BUYING TDCP STOCK?
9 OUT OF THE TOP 10 ONLINE BROKERAGES TRADE TDCP

Dear Shareholders,

From time to time we have received calls and emails indicating that you were not able to place an order to buy shares of 3DIcon from some
online brokerage sites. Thank you for your support as well as for notifying us when you have any concerns about your TDCP stock.

It is critically important to 3DIcon, as it would be to any public company, that shareholders be able to buy and sell their stock as they
choose.

We have recently conducted an extensive survey of the leading online brokerages. The result of our findings indicated that nine out of
the ten of the online brokerages surveyed allow investors to buy TDCP. The only exception was TD Ameritrade, which at this time allows
investors to sell but not to buy. They would not elaborate on their reason, other than citing “irregular trading patterns.” We want to clarify
that we cannot, as a public company, make any online broker trade our stock. It is completely their choice. We have in the past had our
attorney correspond with TD Ameritrade to try to get a clear answer on why they from time to time don’t allow buying the stock. However,
this has been to no avail and we have not received a specific or satisfactory answer. They are an independent broker and they choose
which securities to offer.

The good news is that the other nine brokers we called all permit buying and selling 3DIcon stock online. A few will ask new account
holders to validate that they are buying a stock under $2, and one of them requires a phone call to place the order but still charges online
rates for the trade. Below is a table outlining the results of our survey.

 
Brokerage House Response Provided

1 E-Trade Can trade through a phone call; no extra charges.
Online trades for stock under $2 not permitted.
No reason provided.

2 Fidelity Online trades allowed; requires one prior phone
call to get approved to trade stocks under $2.

3 Firstrade No restrictions.

4 OptionsXpress No restrictions. Only “Limit Orders” for stocks
under $2.

5 Schwab Trading allowed. Buyer needs to have settled
funds.

6 Scottrade No restrictions.

7 TDAmeritrade Only sales allowed. Buying not allowed. No
reason provided for restrictions.

8 TradeKing Do not generally cater to trading in stocks under
$2. Can trade by placing a phone call; extra
fee charged per share for commission on stocks
under $2.

9 Vanguard Can trade through phone call at web rates-
standard policy for all stocks under $2.00.

10 Wells Fargo No restrictions. Wells Fargo charges higher
commissions for all stocks under $2.

Please note that:

- These responses were provided by the brokerage houses, and may change.
- The brokerages may change their policies at any time and without specifying any reason.
- Brokerage houses have no obligation to trade in any stock. They can choose to trade or not trade in any stock, with or without any reason.

Once again, I'd like to thank all our supportive shareholders who notify us when issues occur. Please continue to stay in touch!



Sincerely

Martin Keating
Founder, Chairman, and CEO


